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Detecting Global Positioning Satellite Orbit Errors
Using Short-Baseline Carrier-Phase Measurements

Boris Pervan¤ and Fang-Cheng Chan†

Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, Illinois 60616-3793

A system to detect orbit errors affecting differential global positioning system integrity is described. The method
is based on the use of carrier-phase ranging measurements made by two or more ground-based reference receivers
separated by short baselines. A dual-frequency, geometry-free widelane approach is used to resolve cycle ambigu-
ities present in the carrier-phase measurements. The performance of the proposed integrity monitor is evaluated
relative to existing integrity requirements for aircraft landing navigation applications. The results show that real-
time protection is achievable against all types of ephemeris errors that can in� uence aircraft precision approach
and landing navigation.

Introduction

A LTHOUGH initially developed to support military applica-
tions, the global positioningsystem (GPS) has quickly grown

into an important and versatile civil navigation utility. The differ-
ential GPS (DGPS) technique, in particular, has provided improve-
ments in positioning accuracy suf� cient for many demanding ap-
plications, including aircraft navigation during precision approach
and landingphasesof � ight.However, for suchdif� cult applications,
highaccuracyis generallynot suf� cient.The navigationsystemmust
also provide a means to ensure its own integrity by reliably detect-
ing navigation system failures or anomalies. In this work, detailed
consideration is given to the real-time detection of a speci� c type
of navigation failure: incorrect knowledge of a GPS satellite orbit.

Each GPS satellite broadcasts orbit ephemerides so users can
compute satellite locations at any time of interest. The satellite lo-
cations, together with ranging measurements also obtained from
the satellite signals, are used to compute user position. An error
in knowledge of satellite position will, therefore, cause a resulting
error in the computed user position. Nominally, these errors are
negligibly small for DGPS users, but integrity considerations for
aircraft precision landing navigation dictate that anomalous con-
ditions must be quickly detected. Furthermore, the effects of orbit
anomalies differ from those of other navigation failures, for exam-
ple, GPS receiver failures, in that orbit errors ultimately cause nav-
igation errors that are dependent on the time-varying displacement
between the aircraft and ground-based DGPS reference receiver.
Therefore, the impact of undetectable orbit errors on navigation
must ultimately be assessed separately by each individual aircraft
within the DGPS service volume. In this regard, the Federal Avia-
tion Administration (FAA), RTCA, Inc., and the InternationalCivil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) are developing speci� c ephemeris
integrity performance standards for DGPS-based aircraft precision
landing. The FAA’s local-area augmentation system (LAAS) will
serve as the baseline DGPS architecture considered in this paper.

Whenever the GPS data broadcastby the satellites do not contain
the correct satellite orbit parameters, an ephemeris anomaly is said
to exist. Although there may be a variety of potential causes for
such anomalies, for example, unscheduledmaneuvers, incorrect or-
bit uploads, and faulted data decoding in the receiver, all ephemeris
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errors can be categorized into just two classes: type A, where the
broadcast ephemeris data are incorrect after a satellite maneuver,
and type B, where the broadcast ephemeris data are incorrect, but
no satellite maneuvers are involved. These two failure classes fun-
damentally differ in that type B ephemeris failures are potentially
detectable at onset by direct comparison with an earlier, validated
ephemerisbroadcast,whereas type A failuresare notnecessarilyde-
tectableby suchmeans.However,both typeA and typeB failurescan
potentially be detected directly using GPS ranging measurements,
provided that the measurements are collected from receivers with a
suf� cient baseline separation or the time span of the measurement
data is signi� cant relative to the orbit period.

The FAA’s wide-area augmentation system (WAAS) is a com-
plementary system to LAAS being developed to provide both GPS
ranging and ephemeris corrections to aircraft for use during en-
route � ight, nonprecision approach, and lateral navigation/vertical
navigation (LNAV/VNAV) precision approach. When completed,
WAAS will consist of approximately25 ground-basedreference re-
ceivers widely spaced across the continental United States, which
will provide the ability for accurate determination of GPS satel-
lite orbit errors for those users within the coveragearea. In contrast,
LAAS systemswill be sited locallyat airports to providethe superior
accuracy and integrity performance required for category 1–3 pre-
cision approach and landing. For LAAS airports within the WAAS
coverage area, ephemeris error can be effectively mitigated by the
use of WAAS ephemeris corrections. However, such a solution to
ephemeris monitoring is impossible for airports outside the service
areas of WAAS (or the equivalent wide-area systems currently be-
ing developed in Europe and Asia). For this reason, many of the
world’s airports will have to rely on LAAS capabilities alone to
detect ephemeris errors for precision approach and landing naviga-
tion. Furthermore,evenwithin WAAS serviceareas, it is undesirable
from a systems point of view for LAAS to be functionally depen-
dent on the successful operation of another augmentation system.
Ideally, the LAAS navigation system should be able to function
with or without WAAS so that, in the event of a WAAS failure, all
LAAS systems would not also cease to function as a consequence.
In this context, an independent local-area solution to the ephemeris
monitoring problem is highly desirable.

To date, a relatively small amount of effort has been focused on
independentephemerismonitoring for LAAS. In the LAAS ground
facility (LGF) speci� cation,1 for example, it is required that the
consistencyof new and old ephemerismessages be veri� ed before a
satelliteis declaredusablefornavigation.However,as alreadynoted,
such monitoring is insuf� cient against type A failures because prior
ephemeris data (which may be used in the consistency check) is of
no use after a satellite maneuver.

A well-known approach to GPS fault detection, which can be
effective against many different types of failures, is the receiver au-
tonomousintegritymonitor(RAIM) method.2¡4 The RAIM concept
is based on the veri� cation of the consistencyof redundant satellite
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measurements by the GPS user (the aircraft on � nal approach in
this case). However, the time availabilityof RAIM is limited by the
need for redundant satellites with favorable line-of-sight geome-
tries. Furthermore, for aircraft navigationwith LAAS, it is a system
requirement that space segment failures must be detected and iso-
lated on the ground by the LGF before differential corrections are
broadcast. (The aircraft is accountable only for the management of
failures in its own navigationavionics.)Therefore,RAIM in the tra-
ditional sense is not a viable candidate for LAAS ephemeris mon-
itoring. However, these requirements do not necessarily preclude
the execution of RAIM-like algorithms on the ground, as will be
discussed.

The most relevant differenceof the LGF from other DGPS archi-
tectures is the existence of multiple reference receivers on the air-
port property separatedby preciselysurveyed short baselines (a few
hundred meters in length). The use of multiple reference receivers
provides a means for detection and isolation of a failed receiver
and also allows for a net reduction in ranging error by averaging
ranging measurements for a given satellite across receivers. Spatial
separationof the receivers is necessary in this regard to ensure suf� -
cient decorrelationof ground multipath errors so that the averaging
process is effective. However, a generally unrecognized additional
bene� t of this spatial separation is that ephemeris anomalies (both
typesA andB)canpotentiallybedirectlyobserved.As willbe shown
in the next section, an ephemeris anomaly will cause an effective
differential ranging error between two receivers that increases in
proportion with the baseline length between the receivers. For ex-
ample, an aircraft on � nal approach will have a displacement from
the LGF reference receivers that is generally much larger than the
distances between the reference receivers themselves. Therefore,
the effect of an ephemeris anomaly for an aircraft on � nal approach
will be proportionatelylarger than the effect of the same ephemeris
error observed across the reference receiver baselines. To compen-
sate for this relative insensitivitycaused by the shortLGF baselines,
the ground-based ephemeris monitor must use measurements with
low noise (so that ephemeris anomaly effects can be more clearly
observed). A natural source of such measurements in this applica-
tion is the GPS carrier phase.5 Using carrier-phase measurements,
tight thresholdsfor ephemerisanomalydetectionmay be setwithout
incurring high false alarm rates. However, the use of carrier phase
for real-timemonitoringapplicationsis contingenton the successful
and timely resolution of carrier-cycle ambiguities for newly rising
satellites.

Whereas the details of the short baseline, carrier-phase monitor
architecture will be discussed in the subsequent sections of this pa-
per, we note at the outset that such a monitor can conceivably be
implemented in either the positionor range domain. In the position-
domain method, the baseline vector between reference receivers is
recomputed in real-time using current GPS carrier measurements,
and the result is comparedwith the known presurveyedvector.How-
ever, because the LGF cannot know what GPS satellites any given
aircraft is tracking, it is necessary to repeat the position-domain
computation for all practical subsets of satellites in view. The per-
formance of such a position-domainmonitor will be comparatively
poor because thresholds must be set loose enough to account for
the relatively large fault-free position errors associated with satel-
lite subsets. In contrast, in the range-domainmethod, the difference
in ranging measurements across the reference receiver baselines is
computed for each individualsatellite, and the result is compared to
the projection of the presurveyed baseline vector into the satellite
line-of-sight directions. Using the range-domain approach, thresh-
olds can be kept tight for individualsatellites,and aircraftare able to
translate easily the range-domain monitor performance into the po-
sition domain for the actual satellitesubset being tracked, leadingto
superior performance. For this reason, the range-domain approach
has been standardized by the FAA, RTCA, and ICAO and will be
the method used in this work.

In this paper, we describe the effects of orbit anomalies on DGPS
systems and introduce a detection method using short-baseline,
carrier-phasemeasurements.The relatedcycle ambiguityresolution
problem is also addressed in detail. In this regard, a dual-frequency
ephemeris monitor architectureis proposed to meet the integrity re-

quirements of LAAS and provide real-time warning capability. It is
shown that the dual-frequency monitor architecture can ful� ll the
objective with realizable LGF hardware.

Orbit Error Effects in DGPS
Consider two GPS receivers (a and b) separated by a (3 £ 1)

baselinevector xab . GPS L1 band carrier-phasemeasurements from
the two receivers for an arbitrary satellite i can be expressed as

¸1Ái
a D r i

a C c.±ti ¡ ±ta/ ¡ Ii C Ti C ¸1 N i
a C º i

Á (1)

¸1Á
i
b D r i

b C c.±ti ¡ ±tb/ ¡ Ii C Ti C ¸1 N i
b C º i

Á (2)

where ¸1 is the wavelengthof the L1 carrier signal; Ái
a is the carrier-

phase measurement for satellite i on receiver a; r i
a is the range

between satellite i and reference receiver a; c is speed of light; ±ti
and ±ta are clock biases (relative to GPS system time) for satellite
i and receiver a, respectively; Ii is the ionospheric phase advance
for satellite i ; Ti is the tropospheric delay for satellite i ; N i

a is the
unknown integer-cycleambiguity associated with satellite i and re-
ceiver a; and º i

Á is the measurement error due to receiver noise and
multipath. All of these de� nitions are also applicable to the carrier-
phasemeasurementfor satellite i on receiverb by replacinga with b.
We assume that xab is short enough that ionosphereand troposphere
ranging errors are the same for the two receivers.

A single-difference carrier-phase measurement can be obtained
by subtracting Eq. (2) from Eq. (1):

¸11Á i
ab D 1r i

ab C c.±tb ¡ ±ta/ C ¸11N i
ab C 1º i

Á (3)

where 1Ái
ab ´ Ái

a ¡ Á i
b , 1r i

ab ´ r i
a ¡ r i

b , and 1N i
ab ´ N i

a ¡ N i
b .

For baselinesmuch smaller than the distance to the satellite (over
20,000 km), the receiver-to-satellite line-of-sight unit vectors are
essentially identical for both receivers; thus, 1r i

ab in Eq. (3) can be
expressed as

1r i
ab D eT

i;truexab D .ei C ±ei /
T xab D eT

i xab C ±eT
i xab (4)

where ei;true is the true line-of sight vector (3 £ 1), ei is line-of-sight
vectorcomputedfrom the availableephemerisdata broadcastby the
satellite, and ±ei is the vector error in the line of sight. The last term,
±eT

i xab , represents the effective differential ranging error due to an
error in knowledge of satellite position. We de� ne this differential
ranging error for satellite i as

¸1±1Ái ´ ±eT
i xab (5)

Given a vector error (3 £ 1) in knowledge of satellite position ±Ri ,
it is shown in Ref. 6 that the resulting line-of-sightunit vector error
is

±ei D
¡
1
¯

r i
a

¢¡
I ¡ ei eT

i

¢
±Ri (6)

SubstitutingEq. (6) into Eq. (5), we can express differentialranging
error directly as a function of satellite position error (±Ri / and the
baseline vector xab between the two receivers:

¸1±1Ái D
¡
1
¯

r i
a

¢
±RT

i

¡
I ¡ ei eT

i

¢
xab (7)

To illustrate quantitativelythe effect of orbit error, we consider a
satellite whose line-of-sightvector is given by an elevation angle µ
and an azimuthangleÃ . (Azimuth is de� ned relative to the direction
of the horizontalbaseline vector xab .) In local coordinates (where Oi1
is parallel to xab and Oi3 is vertical) shown in Fig. 1, the line-of-sight
vector can be represented as

ei D cos µ cosÃ Oi1 C cos µ sin Ã Oi2 C sin µ Oi3 (8)

Expressed in this coordinate frame, a baseline vector with length
b is xab D [b 0 0]T . When this baseline vector and Eq. (8) are
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Fig. 1 Baseline and satellite relative geometry.

Fig. 2 Worst-case differential ranging error sensitivity.

substituted into Eq. (7), and divided through by length b (scalar),
the normalized single differential ranging error becomes

¸1±1Ái =b D
¡
1
¯

r i
a

¢

£ [.1 ¡ cos2 µ cos2 Ã/ ¡cos2 µ sin Ã cos Ã ¡cos µ sin µ cos Ã]

±Ri (9)

Using the law of cosines, the distance r i
a can be expressed in terms

of the satelliteelevationangleµ , the Earth’s radiusrE , and the radius
of satellite orbit rS :

r i
a D

p
r 2

S ¡ r 2
E cos2 µ ¡ rE sin µ (10)

When Eq. (10) is substituted into Eq. (9), the relation between nor-
malized single differential ranging error and satellite orbit error is

¸1±1Ái =b D F.µ; Ã/T ±Ri (11)

where

F.µ; Ã/ D 1p
r 2

S ¡ r 2
E cos2 µ ¡ rE sin µ

2

4
1 ¡ cos2 µ cos2 Ã

¡cos2 µ sinÃ cosÃ

¡cos µ sin µ cosÃ

3

5

The upper bound on the differentialranging error (applicable to the
worst-case direction for ±Ri ) is given by

j¸1±1Ái =bj · kF.µ; Ã/k2k±Ri k2 (12)

The vector norm kF.µ; Ã/k2 de� nes the worst-case sensitivity to an
orbit displacementfor a satellitewith line of sight de� ned by angles
µ and Ã . Figure 2 shows contours of kF.µ; Ã/k2 for jÃj between
0 and 180 deg and µ equal to 0, 30, 60, and 90 deg.

It is evident from Fig. 2 that only zero-elevation satellites with
baseline-relativeazimuths of 0 or 180 deg will experience zero ef-
fective differential ranging error regardless of orbit error direction
or magnitude.In all other cases, a differentialrangingerror can exist
(dependingon the orbit error direction), the largest possible magni-
tudes occurring for high-elevationsatellites.Furthermore, it is clear
directly from Eq. (7) that only components of satellite position er-
ror orthogonal to the satellite line-of-sight direction contribute to
the equivalentdifferentialrangingerror. The magnitudeof differen-
tial rangingerror is always proportionalto the distance between the
DGPS reference receiver a and the user receiver b.

LAAS
In thiswork,we areparticularlyinterestedin the impactof orbiter-

rors on DGPS navigationfor aircraft precision landingapplications.
In this regard,a brief review of the relevantnavigationrequirements
is necessary. The DGPS system being developed under the direc-
tion of FAA is known as the LAAS. The navigation performance
requirements for the system are rated according to a three-tiered
structure (category 1–3) corresponding to the levels of approach
visibility during bad weather conditions. A category 3-capable fa-
cility will supportautomaticprecisionlandingoperationand has the
most stringent requirements.In this work, we will focuson category
3 systems.

Figure 3 shows the con� guration for an aircraft precision
approach/landing and provides graphical de� nitions of some re-
lated terminology:glide path intercept point (GPIP), glide path an-
gle (GA) (nominally 3 deg), and aircraft height H .

The allocationof speci� c requirements for the navigation system
is based on four fundamental parameters.7;8

1) Accuracy is the measure of the navigation output deviation
from truth under fault-freeconditionsand is often speci� ed in terms
of 95% performance.

2) Integrity is the abilityof a systemto providetimely warnings to
users when the system should not be used for navigation. Integrity
risk is theprobabilityof an undetectednavigationerror or failurethat
results in hazardously misleading information onboard the aircraft.

3) Continuity is the likelihood that the navigation signal in space
supports accuracy and integrity requirements for the duration of
intended operation. Continuity risk is the probability of a detected
but unschedulednavigation function interruptionafter an approach
has been initiated.

4) Availability is the fraction of time the navigation function is
usable (as determinedby its compliancewith the accuracy,integrity,
and continuity requirements) before the approach is initiated.
Tables 1 and 2 list the vertical navigation requirements for category
3 LAAS implementations.9 Because the verticalnavigationrequire-
ments are more stringent than those for lateral navigation,our focus
here will be on meeting the vertical requirements.

Table 1 Vertical accuracy requirements for LAAS category 3

95% vertical accuracy, m Height H of aircraft above runway, ft

·2:0 H · 100 (30.48 m)
·0:0117£ H(ft) C 0:83 100 (30.48 m) < H · 1290 (393.19 m)
·15:9 H > 1290 (393.19 m)

Fig. 3 Aircraft approach con� guration.
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Table 2 Integrity, continuity, and availability
requirements for LAAS category 3

Requirement Value

Integrity risk 1 £ 10¡9 per approach
Continuity risk 2 £ 10¡6/s (vertical)
Availability 0.99–0.99999

Fig. 4 VAL integrity requirement for precision landing.

In additionto the requirementslistedin Tables1 and 2, a minimum
vertical alert limit (VAL) for category 3 LAAS, which is applicable
below a height of 100 ft, is de� ned in Ref. 9 to be VALmin D 5.3 m.
Above a height of 100 ft, VAL is de� ned as 2.5 times the 95%
vertical accuracy requirement.9 The VAL represents an integrity
containmentsurfacein the sensethat theprobabilityof anundetected
vertical position error exceeding the VAL must be less than 10¡9

(the integrityrisk requirementin Table2).This integrityrequirement
applies for both fault-free and faulted (for example, orbit anomaly)
cases. Figure 4 is a plot of VAL vs aircraft height for category 3.
(For consistencywith the LAAS speci� cations in Table 2, height is
expressed in feet and VAL is expressed in meters.)

Integrity monitoring performance in LAAS is quanti� ed through
the computation of position error bounds associated with the max-
imum permissible integrity risk probability. These vertical bounds
are known as the vertical protection levels (VPL) and are computed
at the aircraft during an approach to verify that VPL < VAL. VPL
values are generated under multiple operational hypotheses (fault-
free, failed reference receiver, and ephemeris failure) using current
satellite geometry information, known nominal measurement error
statistics, and additionalparameters(derived from ground-basedin-
tegrity monitor performance) that are broadcast to the aircraft from
the ground. More detail on VPL will be given shortly.

Orbit Monitor Concept
The LAAS systemusessmoothedGPS pseudorange(code-phase)

measurements for positioning.Although these are less precise than
carrier-phasemeasurements,the precision is suf� cient to meet navi-
gationaccuracy requirementsfor aircraft landingwhen high-quality
antennas and receivers are used. The use of pseudorange mea-
surements for positioning offers an additional operational advan-
tage over carrier measurements in that unknown cycle ambiguities
(present in the carrier measurements only) need not be resolved
by the aircraft. It is important to understand that the differential
ranging error caused by an ephemeris anomaly is a geometric ef-
fect, which is the same for both code and carrier measurements.
However, for a given baseline length, the differential ranging er-
ror caused by an ephemeris anomaly is more easily observed (by
a monitor on the ground, for example) using carrier measurements
because other nominal ranging errors (multipath and receiver ther-
mal noise), which are also present in the measurements, are much
smaller. In this section, we mathematically relate the magnitude
of the carrier-phase residuals measured across LAAS reference re-

ceiver baselines to the magnitude of navigation errors suffered by
an incoming aircraft. We then introduce a detection threshold on
the carrier-phaseresidual to ensure an acceptably low monitor false
alarm rate (consistentwith LAAS continuity requirements) and de-
� ne a resultingoperationalboundon aircraftpositionerror such that
LAAS integrity requirements are identically satis� ed.

When Eq. (11) is used and the effect of other nominal measure-
ment errors is included, the pseudorange single difference between
reference station and aircraft ranging error for a satellite with an
ephemeris failure can be written directly:

±1½ f D
¡
FT

f ±R f

¢
x C 1º f

½ (13)

where the sub/superscript f is the index of the failed satellite, x is a
scalar displacementbetween the aircraft antenna and the geometric
centroid of the reference antennas, and 1º

f
½ is the nominal single-

differencemeasurement error for the failed satellite. Recall that F f

is a function of the elevation and azimuth (relative to the direction
of the displacement x) of satellite f . We assume for the present that
the aircraft is in the local horizontalplane. The effect of the nominal
3-deg glide path angle will be addressed shortly.

Because, theephemerismessagesfor eachsatelliteare createdand
broadcast independently, and ephemeris anomalies are low prob-
ability events (based on GPS system performance to date10), the
likelihoodof multiple, simultaneous ephemeris failures is assumed
to be negligible.Therefore, the maximum number of satellites with
ephemeris failures at any time is assumed to be one. For the other
healthy satellites, the nominal pseudorangesingle differential rang-
ing error is then

±1½i D 1º i
½ (14)

The nominal pseudorangeerror (1º i
½ ) for each satellite is assumed

to be independent and identically normally distributed with zero
mean and standard deviation ¾1½ . For carrier-phasemeasurements,
the same assumptions apply except that the analogous standard
deviation ¾1Á is much smaller.

Assume now that we have available a single-difference carrier-
phase measurement (1Á f ), with its cycle ambiguity known and
removed, from two ground-based reference receivers aligned with
the approach path direction and separated by baseline length b.
(Resolution of the cycle ambiguity will be discussed shortly.) In
this case, using Eq. (11) with nominal error term included, we have
for the failed satellite:

¡
¸1±1Á f ¡ 1º

f
Á

¢¯
b D FT

f ±R f

Substituting this expression into Eq. (13), the pseudorange single
difference ranging error can be expressed as

±1½ f D
£¡

¸1±1Á f ¡ 1º
f

Á

¢¯
b
¤
x C 1º f

½ (15)

To determine the aircraft position error for given satellite geometry
with n satellites(n ¸ 4),we � rst stack the availablesingle-difference
pseudorangemeasurements:

2

6666664

1½1
:::

1½ f

:::

1½n

3

7777775
D

2

66666664

¡eT
1 1

:::
:::

¡eT
f 1

:::
:::

¡eT
n 1

3

77777775

| {z }
G

2

664

xa=c

ya=c

za=c

cb

3

775 C

2

6666664

±1½1
:::

±1½ f

:::

±1½n

3

7777775

The least-squares estimate error is then

2

66664

± Oxa=c

± Oya=c

± Oza=c

c± Ob

3

77775
D

2

664

s11 s12 ¢ ¢ ¢ s1n

s21 s22 : : : s2n
:::

:::
: : :

:::
sn1 sn2 ¢ ¢ ¢ snn

3

775

| {z }
S

2

6666664

±1½1
:::

±1½ f

:::

±1½n

3

7777775
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where S ´ .GT G/¡1GT . The vertical position error, of particular
interest for the precision landing application, is

± Oza=c D s31±1½1 C s32±1½2 C ¢ ¢ ¢ C s3 f ±1½ f C ¢ ¢ ¢ C s3n±1½n

(16)

When Eqs. (14) and (15) are substituted into Eq. (16),

± Oza=c D s3 f

µ¡
¸1±1Á f ¡ 1º

f
Á

¢ x

b

¶
C s3 f 1º f

½ C
nX

i D 1
i 6D f

s3i 1ºi
½

D s3 f
x

b
¸1±1Á f ¡ s3 f

x

b
1º

f
Á C

nX

i D 1

s3i 1º i
½ (17)

To limit the position error resulting from an ephemeris anomaly,
there is a threshold Ts on the test statistic ¸1±1Á f (which is mea-
surable) such that the false alarm probability is not greater than a
certain predetermined value P f a , which is derived from the conti-
nuity requirement.The basic concept is that if j¸1±1Ái j exceeds Ts

for a given satellite i , then an orbit error is detected for the satellite.
A probability multiplier K ffde associated with the value of P f a is
de� ned so that

Ts ´ Kffde¾1Á (18)

where ¾1Á is the standard deviation of the nominal differential
carrier-phase measurement error. With this detection algorithm in
place on the ground, it is always true that

j¸1±1Á f j < Kffde¾1Á (19)

Assuming an ephemeris failureoccurs on the worst-case satellite,
an inequalityrelation for vertical positionerror can then be obtained
using Eqs. (17) and (19):

j±za=c j · ks3;:k1.x=b/Kffde¾1Á C jAj (20)

where ks3;:k1 is the absolute value of the largest element of s3;: (the
in� nity norm) and

A ´ ks3;:k1
x

b
1v

f
Á C

nX

i D 1

s3i 1v i
½ (21)

Note that the value of A is a function of random code and carrier
nominal measurement errors. Invoking our assumption of indepen-
dent and identically normally distributed measurement errors, the
standard deviation of A is

¾A D
q

ks3;:k2
1.x2=b2/¾ 2

1Á C ks3;:k2
2¾

2
1½ (22)

We now proceed to de� ne the VPL under the ephemeris fail-
ure hypothesis (VPLe) based on a required probability of missed
detection Pmde, which is derived from the integrity requirement. In-
troducinga secondprobabilitymultiplier Kmde associatedwith Pmde,
the protection level can be de� ned using Eqs. (20) and (22) as

ks3;:k1 Kffde.x=b/¾1Á C Kmde

q
ks3;:k2

1.x2=b2/¾ 2
1Á C ks3;:k2

2¾
2
1½

(23)

The protection level can be written in a more compact form that is
slightly more conservativeby noting that
q

ks3;:k2
1.x2=b2/¾ 2

1Á C ks3;:k2
2¾

2
1½ · ks3;:k1.x=b/¾1Á C ks3;:k2¾1½

(24)

In this case, Eq. (23) can be simpli� ed to obtain a standard equa-
tion for VPLe [applicable here to the assumed case of independent
and identicallydistributed (IID) nominal error] which has been pro-
posed for inclusion in the revised version of the LAAS airborne
requirements,11

VPLe ´ pks3;:k1x C Kmdeks3;:k2¾1½ (25)

Fig. 5 P-value vs baseline length.

where for the proposed carrier-phasemonitor

p D .Kffde C Kmde/.¾1Á=b/ (26)

The parameter p, known as the ephemeris decorrelationparameter,
can be interpretedas an angle (in radians)de� ned by the ratio of the
minimum detectableephemeris error (MDE) and the distance to the
given satelliter : p D MDE=r . Note that p may also vary by satellite
depending on the ground ephemeris monitor implementation, and
so the LGF must broadcast separate p values to the aircraft for each
satellite. Because it is desired that VPLe < VAL, it is clear from
Eq. (25) that performance improves as p is made smaller. For given
false alarm and missed detectionprobabilities,this may be achieved
by either decreasing measurement error ¾1Á or increasing baseline
length b.

A preliminary requirement for the probability of missed detec-
tion of satellite failures (based on the integrity risk requirements
in Table 2 and veri� able satellite failure prior probabilities) is de-
rived in Ref. 12 to be Pmde D 5 £ 10¡7. (Kmde ¼ 5:0 for a standard
normal distribution.) Assuming further a false alarm probability
(consistentwith continuity requirements in Table 2) of Pffde D 10¡7

(Kffde ¼ 5:3), the value of the parameter p is plotted in Fig. 5 as a
functionof baseline length for two representativevalues of ¾1Á (0.5
and 1 cm). Although the p value is the only ground monitor per-
formance parameter directly relevant to VPLe, the results in Fig. 5
can be also easily interpreted in terms of MDE by multiplying p
by the distance to the satellite.For example, using a baseline length
of 750 m and ¾1Á D 1 cm, MDE ranges between 3650 m for low-
elevation satellites (which are farther away from the receivers) and
MDE D 2770 m for high-elevationsatellites (which are closer to the
receivers).

It is also clear from Eq. (25) that the protection level is a strong
function of geometry via the vector norms of s3;:. It is entirely pos-
sible that, even for small values of p, a given satellite geometry can
be suf� ciently poor that VPLe > VAL. In such a case, navigation
is said to be unavailable. However, it is also true that given a weak
satellitegeometry,positioningperformancewill also be poor (due to
nominal ranging errors) regardless of whether or not an ephemeris
anomaly exists. For this reason, the LAAS architecture also places
limits on the worst-case satellite geometries that can be used un-
der normal conditions. Speci� cally, for all LAAS approaches, the
aircraft computes a vertical protection level under the fault-free hy-
pothesis (H0) (Ref. 9). For the IID error case under consideration,
satellite geometries are always checked to ensure that

VPLH0 ´ Kff mdks3;:k2¾1½ < VAL (27)

where the probabilitymultiplier Kff md ¼ 6.6 (Ref. 9) correspondsto
the maximumpermissibleintegrityrisk (<10¡9). To ensureintegrity
during the entire aircraft approach, the value of VPLH0 must not be
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Fig. 6 Baseline-runway con� guration.

Fig. 7 VPLe bound vs distance, x0 = 0.

larger than VAL at any time during the approach. When the most
stringent constraint, VALmin , which occurs at a height of 100 ft, is
considered, the maximum permissible value of ks3;:k2 becomes

ks3;:k2 · VALmin

Kff md¾1½

(28)

Substituting Eq. (28) into Eqs. (25) and (26), and exploiting that
ks3;:k2 ¸ ks3;:k1, we may write

VPLe · VALmin

µ
p

Kff md¾1½

x C
Kmde

Kff md

¶
(29)

To quantify the upper bound on VPLe expressed on the right-hand
side of inequality(24),we assume¾1½ D 20 cm. This is a reasonably
conservative assumption in the sense that ¾1½ , which includes both
ground and aircraft rangingerror contributions,is likely to be larger
in actual LAAS operations.

In Fig. 6, we decompose x into the sum of two displacements:
x0, the distance from GPIP to the geometric centroid of the LGF
reference receivers,and xGPIP, the horizontal distance from GPIP to
the aircraft. Figure 7 shows the upper bound on VPLe as a function
of the aircraft distance to touchdown xGPIP obtained using relation
(29) for x0 D 0 and values of p equal to 5 £ 10¡4 and 2.5 £ 10¡4.
As can be inferred from Fig. 5, the selected p values correspond
to baseline lengths of approximately 200 and 400 m, respectively,
when ¾1Á D 1 cm. Comparing the VPLe bounds with the VAL (also
shown in Fig. 7), it is evident that a 200-m baseline is suf� cient to
ensure that VPLe < VAL in the near � eld, that is, near the runway.
However, at longer distances, the VAL levels at a constant value
of approximately40 m, so that upper-boundVPLe begins to exceed
VAL at a distanceof approximately18km. When the400-mbaseline
is used, the upper-bound VPLe is lower than VAL throughout the
entire service volume. In comparison, Fig. 8 shows that when the
x0 is increased to 1 km, the near-� eld VAL constraintdictates that a
smaller p value (2 £ 10¡4) is needed. This p value corresponds to
a baseline length of approximately 500 m when ¾1Á D 1 cm. Note
that, in this case, considerablemargin exists in the far � eld.

A generalobservationthat can be made from Figs. 7 and 8 is that,
for small x0 , far-� eld VAL constraints de� ne the required value of
p, whereas when x0 is large, the near-� eld VAL boundary is more

Fig. 8 VPLe bound vs distance, x0 = 1 km.

Fig. 9 Required P value vs x0.

constraining. This is demonstrated quantitatively in Fig. 9, which
is a plot of maximum permissible p value as a function of x0 . It is
clear from Fig. 9 that, for a value of x0 of approximately 0.7 km,
near-� eld and far-� eld VAL constraints are of equal signi� cance.
Figure 10 is a representation of the same results as Fig. 9 in terms
of minimum monitor baseline length. Note, however, that the base-
line length requirements of Fig. 10 de� ne the worst case in the
sense that if the speci� ed minimum baseline length is achievable,
the ephemerismonitorwill provideno availabilitypenalty.If shorter
baseline lengths are used, integrity will still be ensured because the
broadcast p value (usedby the aircraft to compute VPL) will be cor-
respondinglylarger.However, in this case, it is occasionallypossible
that VPLH0 < VAL when VPLe > VAL, resulting in an availability
penalty due solely to the limited detectioncapabilityof the monitor.
Because the availability requirements for LAAS are variable, the
resulting tradeoff between acceptableLAAS navigationavailability
and required reference receiver baseline length can be optimizedon
an airport-by-airportbasis.

In this analysis, we have assumed a single baseline aligned with
an approach path situated in the local horizontal plane. When two
orthogonal,horizontalreference receiverbaselinesare used, the rel-
ative runway orientation is irrelevant.Nevertheless, it is clear from
Fig. 3 that the aircraft approach path does not actually lie in the
horizontal plane, but is in fact vertically displaced by a 3-deg glide
path angle. Because of its vertical displacement, the aircraft can
potentially be affected by ephemeris errors that cannot be observed
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Fig. 10 Required baseline length vs x0.

by horizontal baselines on the ground. [Using Eq. (7), one can al-
ways � nd an orbit error vector ±Ri that is sensitive to vertical dis-
placements only.] Therefore, to detect such ephemeris errors on the
ground, a single additional reference baseline with a vertical dis-
placement must be introduced.The necessaryvertical displacement
is easily obtained by scaling the required horizontalbaseline length
for x0 D 0 in Fig. 10 by a factor of tan(3 deg). (Use of x0 D 0 is
appropriate here because the � xed vertical deviation between the
GPIP and the reference receiver antenna centroid will be relatively
small.) The resulting vertical baseline displacement required is ap-
proximately 10 m for ¾1Á D 0:5 cm and 20 m for ¾1Á D 1 cm.

Cycle Ambiguity Resolution
To initialize the carrier-phaseephemeris monitor for rising satel-

lites, the integer-cycleambiguitiesmust be correctlyresolved.There
are a number of different algorithms available for this purpose.
We choose a geometry-free widelane method13 because it is an ap-
proach that does not implicitly assume that the broadcastephemeris
is correct.

Geometry-Free Widelane Method
Fundamental to the widelanemethodare the facts that the carrier-

cycle ambiguity is an integer and that the differencebetween carrier
and code measurementsprovidesa direct (but noisy) observationof
the cycle ambiguity.If the codemeasurementerror could be reduced
to one-half of the carrier wavelength (or less), the integer solution
could be obtained directly by rounding. Unfortunately the L1 and
L2 carriers have very short wavelengths; thus, reducing the noise
� oor of code measurements to one-half wavelength is not possible.
However, it is possible to make the effective carrier wavelength
longer by using the L1 and L2 carriers to constructa widelane (beat-
frequency) signal Lw. Using Eq. (3), we de� ne single difference
carrier-phasemeasurements for two satellites, i and j :

¸11Á i
ab D 1r i

ab C c.±tb ¡ ±ta/ C ¸11N i
ab C 1º i

Á

¸11Á
j
ab D 1r j

ab C c.±tb ¡ ±ta/ C ¸11N j
ab C 1º

j
Á

A double-difference equation can be obtained by subtracting the
second equation from the � rst:

12Á
i j
ab D .1=¸1/1

2r i j
ab C 12 N i j

ab C .1=¸1/12º
i j
Á (30)

In this section, the superscripts i; j and the subscripts a; b will be
dropped to simplify notation. However, another subscript, 1 or 2, is
added to indicate carrier frequency L1 and L2, respectively.

When the double-differencecarrier-phasemeasurement Eq. (30)
is rewritten for L1 and L2 bands using simpli� ed notation,

Á1 D .1=¸1/r C N1 C .1=¸1/ QºÁ1 (31)

Á2 D .1=¸2/r C N2 C .1=¸2/ QºÁ2 (32)

where ¾ .QºÁ2/ ¼ ¾ .QºÁ1/ D 2¾.ºÁ /, and ¾ .vÁ/ is the standard devia-
tion of the raw carrier (L1 or L2) measurement error.

The widelanemeasurementis constructedby subtractingEq. (32)
from Eq. (31):

Áw ´ Á1 ¡ Á2 D r.1=¸w/ C Nw C .1=¸w/ºÁw (33)

where ¾ .ºÁw/ D 2
p

2¾ .ºÁ / and the wavelength of the widelane
signal is

¸w D 1=.1=¸1 ¡ 1=¸2/ D 86:2 cm

which is about 4.5 times longer than the L1 carrier wavelength.
One can also constructa double-differenceL1 codemeasurement

in the same way:

½ D r C Qº½ (34)

where ¾. Qº½/ D 2¾ .º½/. Note that, although the L2 code measure-
ment is not available for civil use, it is not needed for our purposes
here.We combinecodemeasurement(34)and widelanecarriermea-
surement (33) to estimate the widelane integer Nw ,

ONw D Áw ¡ ½=¸w (35)

The error on the widelane integer estimate has variance:

¾ 2. ONw / D
¡
1
¯

¸2
w

¢£
¾ 2.Qº½ / C ¾ 2.ºÁw/

¤

D
¡
4
¯

¸2
w

¢£
¾ 2.º½ / C 2¾ 2.ºÁ/

¤
(36)

Assuming for the moment that we obtain the correct integer via
Nw D round( ONw/, we can then estimate N1 (12 N i j

ab for L1) by solv-
ing the following equations:

N1 ¡ N2 D Nw

N1 ¡ .¸2=¸1/N2 D Á1 ¡ .¸2=¸1/Á2 C QºÁ12

¼
) ON1

D .¸2=¸1 ¡ 1/¡1f.¸2=¸1/Nw ¡ [Á1 ¡ .¸2=¸1/Á2]g (37)

where

¾ . QºÁ12/ D .1=¸1/
£
4¾ 2.ºÁ1/ C 4

¡
¸2

2

¯
¸2

1

¢
¾ 2.ºÁ1/

¤ 1
2

D
¡p

10:59
¯

¸1

¢
¾.ºÁ /

and the standard deviation of the L1 integer estimate error is

¾ . ON1/ D .¸2=¸1 ¡ 1/¡1
¡p

10:59
¯

¸1

¢
¾ .ºÁ / ¼ .11:5=¸1/¾.ºÁ /

(38)

Now, we turn attention to determining the probabilitiesthat round
( ONw) and round( ON1) yield the correct integers Nw and N1, respec-
tively. The probability of error in computing Nw is dependent on
the size of ¾ . ONw/. If ¾ . ONw/ can be reduced,one can expecta higher
probability that round( ONw/ D Nw . To meet a particular probability
requirement for incorrect resolution, the average of a sequence of
independent ONw estimates can be taken over a � nite time period
to reduce ¾ . ONw/. However, the averaging time must be reasonably
short (a few minutes at most) because a newly rising satellite cannot
be approved for use by the aircraft until the monitor is initialized.
For a givenaveragingtime in which nw independentestimatesof ONw

are available, the estimate error standard deviation of the averaged
ONw is

¾w=av D ¾. ONw /
¯p

nw (39)

Assume now a minimumprobabilityrequirement P.CN w/ for the
correct resolution of Nw . Given ¾w=av , Eq. (40) must be satis� ed to
get an acceptable integer solution:

Kw¾w=av · 1
2 cycle (40)

where Kw is a multiplier correspondingto the probability P.CNw/,
assuming a standard normal distribution. The same procedure is
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applicable to cycle ambiguity N1 with a probability requirement
P.CN1/, or, equivalently, probability multiplier K1:

K1¾1=av · 1
2

cycle (41)

where

¾1=av D ¾ . ON1/
¯p

n1 (42)

and n1 is the total number of independent ON1 estimates obtained
during the averaging interval.

To proceed further, the probability requirements for correct inte-
ger resolution ONw and ON1 must be quanti� ed. These requirements
can be derived from the speci� cations of category 3 LAAS.

Probability Allocations for Cycle Resolution
To allocate probability requirements for cycle resolution, it is

necessary to understand in more detail how the system will detect
satellite ephemeris errors. When it is assumed that an ephemeris
error exists on satellite j and that 12 N i j

ab (same as N1 in the sim-
pli� ed notation) has been correctly resolved using the technique
described, a double difference L1-carrier residual can be formed
using Eqs. (4) and (30) as follows:

12Á
i j
ab ¡ .1=¸/

£
eT

i ¡ eT
j

¤
xab ¡ 12 N i j

ab D ±eT
j xab C 12ºÁ (43)

where all quantities on the left-hand side are known.
In general, when an ephemeris error exists, the magnitude of the

residual, j±eT
j xab C12ºÁ j, will be larger than the nominal value due

to measurement noise alone, j12ºÁ j. Therefore, a threshold can be
set using the residual as a test statistic to detect ephemeris error.
When the residual exceeds the threshold, the system will trigger an
alarm to warn the users to exclude the dangerous satellite. In this
context, there exist two possible situations under which an alarm
can be generated: 1) a valid alarm, which is caused by the existence
of an actual ephemeris anomaly, and 2) a false alarm (FA), which
can result either from an incorrect resolution of the integer or large
measurement error due to nominal sources (such as multipath).

Ideally,we want to set a thresholdthat is high enoughto minimize
FAs but also low enough to provide acceptable ephemeris error
detection performance. The probability P of ephemeris monitor
false alarm can be expressed as follows:

P.FA/ D P.FAjN1 wrong/P.N1 wrong/

C P.FAjN1 correct/P.N1 correct/ (44)

To obtain an upper bound on P(FA), we assume P.N1

correct)D P(FA jN1 wrong)D 1. The resulting bound is tight be-
causeanyoperationallyusefulsystemmustensurethat P.N1 wrong)
is very small, and given that N1 is wrong, the residualwould exceed
any reasonablethresholdalmost instantly.Under these conservative
assumptions, the FA probability (upper bound) can be simpli� ed as

P.FA/ D P.N1 wrong/ C P.FAjN1 correct/ (45)

A rising satellitewill bedeclaredunavailableforuse by the LAAS
reference station if the residual test fails immediately following cy-
cle resolution.Because there is some � exibilitywith regard to avail-
ability of any particular LAAS implementation (as noted earlier),
we assume a reasonably conservative requirement consistent with
LAAS system availability guidelines in Ref. 9:

P.satellite unavailable/ D P.N1 wrong/

C P.FAjN1 correct/ · 10¡4 (46)

However, the residual test is executed throughout a satellite pass
(after initial approval of the satellite), so that P(FA jN1 correct)
is also constrained by continuity requirements.This is true because
once a satellitewas declaredas availableby the system,a subsequent
FA will terminate usage of the satellite and risk loss of continuity.
Therefore, P(FA jN1 correct)must be consistentwith a suballocated
FA requirement derived from the category 3 LAAS continuity risk
speci� cation (1 £ 10¡7):

P.FAjN1 correct/ · 10¡7 (47)

Recall that the probability multiplier Kffde D 5:3 (used earlier to
de� ne detection threshold Ts) is consistent with this requirement.

Noting that P(FA jN1 correct)¿ 10¡4, we can now simplify the
availability constraint in Eq. (46):

P.N1wrong/ · 10¡4 (48)

In turn, the probabilityof incorrect integer resolutioncan be divided
into two parts, consistent with the widelane procedure:

P.N1 wrong/ D P.N1 wrongjNw wrong/P.Nw wrong/

C P.N1 wrongjNw correct/P.Nw correct/ (49)

To obtain an upper bound for P.N1 wrong), we conservatively as-
sume P.N1 wrong jNw wrong) and P.Nw correct) are unity:

P.N1 wrong/ · P.Nw wrong/ C P.N1 wrongjNw correct/ (50)

Note that inequality (50) represents a tight bound because, for an
operationally viable monitor, the probabilities of incorrect integer
resolution must be very small.

For simplicity we can choose to allocate the P.N1 wrong) con-
straint from Eq. (48) evenly as follows:

P.Nw wrong/ D P.N1 wrongjNw correct/ D 5 £ 10¡5 (51)

In this case, Kw D K1 D 4:06. We now turn our attention to de� ning
the maximum acceptable standard deviations of pseudorange and
carrier-phase measurements consistent with operationally accept-
able initialization (averaging) times.

Ranging Measurement Error Requirements
The number of independent measurement samples (or, equiva-

lently, the duration of the initial time interval) required to estimate
Nw and N1 with the required probabilities of success can now be
de� ned. For the widelane integer, solving for nw using relations(39)
and (40) and noting that ¾.ºÁ / ¿ ¾ .º½/, we have

nw ¸ [16:24 £ ¾ .º½/=¸w]2 (52)

Likewise for the L1 integer, using Eqs. (41) and (42), we obtain

n1 ¸ [93:38 £ ¾ .ºÁ/=¸1]2 (53)

The minimum number of independent samples nw and n1 are
clearly functions of the range measurement error standard devi-
ations which, in turn, are functions of GPS antenna quality. For
example, using rangingerror data for rising satellitescollectedwith
nominal performance antennas (NovAtel Choke Ring Model 503)
mounted in a relatively high-multipath environment on a rooftop
at the Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT), ¾ .º½/ ¼ 0:6 m and
¾ .ºÁ/ ¼ 0:01 m. Substituting these numbers into Eqs. (52) and (53),
we have nw ¸ 128 and n1 ¸ 24. Clearly, widelane integer Nw esti-
mation is the primary driver for initializationtime because the mini-
mum number of independentmeasurements to estimate Nw is much
larger than the number of samples to estimate N1. (Once Nw is de-
termined, an ample number of measurements to estimate N1 is also
available. Thus, integer N1 can be resolved instantly.)

The LGF will employ state-of-the-art multipath limiting anten-
nas (MLAs), which havebeendemonstratedto providerangingerror
performance that is superior to that of nominal GPS antennas.14 An
example raw pseudorange error data using an MLA is shown in
Fig. 11. These data were collected at the LAAS test prototype fa-
cility at the William J. Hughes FAA Technical Center in Atlantic
City, New Jersey. The standard deviation of the error data is 16 cm,
which yields nw ¸ 9 using Eq. (52), a dramatic reduction in ini-
tialization time relative to the choke ring antenna. Furthermore, the
correlationtime of the raw pseudorangeerror is approximately10 s,
which suggests a required initialization time of less than 5-min du-
ration is achievable.Nevertheless, additional � eld testing with dual
frequency MLA antennas (currently under development) will be
needed to verify that such short initialization times are consistently
realizable in airport multipath environments.
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Fig. 11 Example MLA raw pseudorange error data.

Fig. 12 Residuals of double-difference carrier-phase measurements.

Experimental Example
To demonstratetheabilityof themonitor to detectorbitephemeris

errors, L1 and L2 carrier-phase measurements and L1 code mea-
surements were collected from two receivers in March 2001. The
receivers used were NovAtel Millennium GPSCard connected to
L1/L2 GPS Choke Ring Antennas (Model 503). The antennas were
located on the rooftopof the Engineering1 buildingat IIT and were
separated by a baseline of approximately 26 m. Because the anten-
nas are not MLA type and the availablebaselinewas short relative to
what can be realized at an airport, the intent of this experiment was
not to demonstrate a level of availabilityperformance(initialization
time and p value) applicable to LAAS. Instead, the purpose of the
experiment was to show that the monitor concept is realizable with
existing technology.

Carrier-phase data for two satellites (one rising) were processed
via double differencing in two stages. First, the cycle ambiguity Nw

was resolved by averaging120 independentsamples taken over the
duration of the rising satellite pass. Subsequently, N1 was resolved
instantly. In the second stage, the resolved cycle ambiguity N1 was
removed from the double-differencemeasurements to generate the
residualfor faultdetection.An ephemeriserrorwas laterdeliberately
injected into the data.

Figure 12 shows the double-difference carrier residual history
for an example satellite without ephemeris error. The higher noise
magnitude during the periods at the beginning and end of the resid-
ual history correspond to low-elevationangles for the satellite.This
behavior is typical for the NovAtel antenna because the effect of

Fig. 13 Carrier residuals with ephemeris error injection.

multipath is more signi� cant at low elevations.Therefore, the stan-
dard deviationof carriermeasurementerror is larger at low elevation
angles,and the resulting threshold is also correspondinglylarger via
Eq. (18).

In contrast,Fig. 13 shows the residualhistoryfor the samesatellite
when an ephemeris error is deliberately injected during the satellite
pass.Here, the eccentricityof the orbitwas changedbyadding0.003
to the nominalvalue. The erroneouseccentricitywas maintained for
2 h to simulate the durationof the actualbroadcastephemerisupdate
period used by the GPS satellites. The response of the residual to
the injected parameter error is immediate, and the elevated level is
sustained for the duration of the ephemeris anomaly.

Conclusions
The DGPS concept has demonstratedgreat improvements in po-

sitionaccuracyrelative to stand-aloneGPS usage.The techniquehas
beenusedwidely in variousapplications,includingthe FAA’s LAAS
for aircraft precision approach and landing. Because knowledge of
correct satellite orbit data is fundamental to differentialpositioning,
ephemeris monitoring is necessary to ensure navigation integrity.

We describeda new method to detectorbit errors affectingDGPS
users based on carrier-phase measurements made by two or more
ground-based reference receivers separated by short baselines. A
dual-frequency,geometry-freewidelane approach is used to resolve
the unknown cycle ambiguities in the carrier-phasemeasurements.
The proposed integrity monitor provides real-time detection capa-
bility for orbit ephemeris anomalies following scheduled or un-
scheduled spacecraft maneuvers (type A) and general errors in the
broadcast ephemeris data not attributable to spacecraft maneuvers
(type B).
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